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Components
1 Eva Deck:
30 Deck Cards
1 Runeseer Ability
1 Runeseer Stance
1 Display Card

1 Romin Deck:
30 Deck Cards
1 Striker Ability
1 Striker Stance
1 Display Card

2 Double-Sided Runeslinger
Character Cards

2 20-Sided Health Dice
4 6-Sided green ailment dice
4 6-Sided blue token dice
8 Glass determinations
2 Power Trackers
10 Double-sided ability and stance cards

16 Double-sided ailment cards

2 Reference Cards
2 Paper Play Mats
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Objective
You are a Runeslinger, a wielder of magical incantations called Runespells. You have
traveled far to compete in this year’s annual Fett; a runeslinging tournament that will
test your skills to their limits.
You have conquered many runestones in your travels, absorbing their magic in the
form of runespells, chants and boons. You have transformed your most prized
possessions into magical trinkets; powerful items imbued with the magic of a
runestone.
In each encounter (game) of the Fett, you will sling runespells, and deploy powerful
defenses in an effort to reduce your opponent’s power from 5 to 0.

Power
Power is the source of your strength in battle; when all of your power is lost,
you are defeated. When you lose a power, you gain a determination ; the
resource used to pay for your Runeslinger’s ability. Use the provided Power Tracker to
track your Power.

Power loss conditions
Power Loss Conditions cause your Runeslinger (you) to lose a power:
0 Health When your Health reaches 0, you lose a power and reset your health
to its current maximum (usually 20). Any remaining unresolved normal
damage is prevented. Next, any remaining unresolved health loss OR
damage with “pierce” is resolved on your newly set health total; damage
with pierce and health loss cannot be prevented when you lose a power.
8+ Ailments In your Ailment Phase, if you have 8 exposed (not under a boon)
ailments, you must remove any 8 of them and lose a power. Repeat
this step until you have fewer than 8 exposed ailments on your
Runeslinger. If you have 17 exposed ailments, you would remove 16,
lose 2 power, and have 1 remaining ailment.
No Deck

When your deck has no cards in it, pause all actions and lose a power.
Next, shuffle your discard pile and place it face-down in your deck areas
as your new deck. Resume all paused actions (such as drawing, searing, or
voiding cards from your deck). If you have no cards in both your discard
pile and your deck, you lose the encounter.

determination

When you lose a power, you gain a determination. Determinations are used to
pay for your Runeslinger’s ability when you activate it. Determinations are tracked
using the provided glass counters . In an encounter, you will gain a total of 4
determinations; one for each power lost until 1. If you are at 1 power and lose it,
you lose the encounter.
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anatomy of a Runeslinger
Your Runeslinger character card is the representation of you the player, on your field.
All effects that refer to “target Runeslinger”, or “any target”, refer to a Runeslinger
character card, and by extension, that Runeslinger’s controlling player.
This is your Power Bar. Use a die
or meeple to track your power,
beginning at 5. When your power
reaches 0, you lose the encounter.

This is
your
Name.

This is your starting maximum Health.
Health is reduced when you are dealt
damage by or lose health from effects.
Health cannot exceed its maximum.
Effects can modify maximum health.
This is your Block.
Block denotes how
much damage you
prevent when you
block.
This is your Class;
it dictates which
Runeslinger equips
you can use.
This is your ability’s
determination cost.

Your Runeslinger’s chosen Equips. Equips must have the same class as your
Runeslinger; since Eva is a Runeseer, both your equips must have the Runeseer class.

Runeslinger Equips
Equips allow you to uniquely customize your Runeslinger. You can choose and equip
a stance and ability, or two unique (different) abilities to your Runeslinger before the
encounter begins. If you choose to equip two abilities to your Runeslinger, each
ability must have a different determination cost (one that costs 1, another that costs 2).
Regardless of your Runeslinger’s class, you can have cards from any class in your 30card deck.
Abilities are activated effects (you must pay a cost to use them). You can activate
your ability during the Play Phase of your turn. Abilities each have a
determination cost represented by the green determination icon in their
top-left . Above, Overflow costs 2 determinations
to activate.
Stances have effects that are always active. Stances have priority over card
effects; if a conflict exists between the effect of a card and a stance, the
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stance takes priority over the card effect.

anatomy of a card
The Type Icon
denotes this card’s type.
Binding is a Boon.

This is the card Name.

This is Binding’s light
cost. You gain +1
when you use an empty
ready concentration you
control. You can control
up to 6 concentrations.
This is the Keyword
Bar. Some cards have
keywords that add special
effects to them.
Token 1 means that
Binding enters play with
1 token: a counter used to
track a value on Binding.

This card is a defense
card, and can be both
targeted and destroyed
by damage. If Binding
is dealt 3+ damage in a
turn, it is destroyed.
This is the card type
bar. Binding is a Boon.
Because Binding has
defense, it is also a
defense card.
This is the card Art.

Card rarity, symbol and
artist credit.

This is Binding’s card
effect. Card Effects are
always resolved in the
order they appear on
the card.

Card Types
Defense Cards like Binding have a defense value depicted in their top-right
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When a defense card takes damage equal to or greater than its defense value in a single
turn, it is destroyed and discarded. Defense cards stay in play until they are destroyed
by an effect or damage. Trinkets are a type of defense card that are played on your
field. You can only ever control 1 copy of the same Trinket defense card at once.

Runespells like Fireball have a single use when

played. In the Discard Phase of each turn, all
runespells slung by all players are discarded and placed
into their owner’s discard piles.
Fireball deals 8 damage to “any target” that can be
dealt damage when it is slung. When you sling Fireball,
you must announce its target; Fireball can either target
a Runeslinger, dealing 8 damage to that Runeslinger’s
health, or target a defense card, dealing 8 damage to
that card’s defense.
When an effect deals at least 1 point of damage to a
Runeslinger, that is considered a “hit”. Certain
card effects can happen when a “hit” is achieved. 4

Set up
The following setup steps (One through Three) apply to each player.

Step One: Prepare Your Runeslinger and Deck

1. Place a provided play mat in front of each player. Select to play as either Eva or
Romin. Place your chosen Runeslinger character card on your field in the area marked
“Runeslinger”. Your Runeslinger represents you, the player on your field.
2. Each deck has a Display Card that is matched to its corresponding Runeslinger.
Select the starter deck that matches your chosen Runeslinger. From within the deck,
select both the Stance and Ability cards and place them below your Runeslinger
character card; stance on the left, ability on the right. Remove the Display Card from
your deck.
3. Place a copy of the reference card (rules cheat sheet) in front of each player.
4. Place a power tracker on your Runeslinger’s Power Bar starting on 5. Place a
20-sided die (D20) on your Runeslinger’s Health to track its value starting at 20.
Reference Card

Runeslinger, stance and ability

Display Card

Step Two: Prepare The Field

5. Shuffle your deck and pass it to your opponent. Each player may cut their
opponent’s deck no more than twice. Decks are then passed back to their owners.
6. Place your shuffled deck face-down onto the “deck” area on your field to the right
of your Runeslinger.
7. To start, draw five cards from the top of your deck (maximum hand size is 8 cards,
excess cards are discarded). Each player should now have 5 cards in hand.
8. Each player must now set one card from their hand as a face-down ready (vertical)
concentration on one of their six available empty (has no card on it) concentration
areas. Vertical cards are called ready cards (they are ready to be used).
9. Separate the provided ailments (Burn, Curse etc.) into piles and place
them nearby to be accessed during play.
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Set up
Step Three: Roll For Action
1. Each player rolls a 20-sided die (D20); the winner of the roll chooses which player
goes first. The player who goes first becomes the active player. Only on the first
turn of the encounter, the player who goes first draws one card in the first Draw
Phase, instead of two. The player who goes second draws 2 cards. Subsequently,
each player always draws 2 cards in their draw phase.
2. Now that you have completed setup, the active player begins their turn in their
Ailment Phase. Use the reference card provided to track where in your current turn
you are.

The Golden Rule ~ During play you may encounter cards whose effects
contradict the rules. In such cases, the card effect overrides the rules.

How to play cards
Runespells, trinkets and chants can only be played from your hand onto an
exposed (has no card played on it) concentration you control.
Boons can be played only onto an ailment or existing boon that any player controls.
We cover boons and ailments in detail on page 7.
Concentrations that are both ready (are in vertical position) and exposed, can be used
(turned horizontal) during your play phase to create a resource called light . Light is
used to pay for the cost of the cards you play during the Play Phase of a turn.
For example, Emily has Channel in her hand and wants to play it. Emily begins by
using (turning horizontal) her ready exposed concentration. This adds +1 to her pool.
Next, she plays Channel onto her exposed concentration, using her 1 to pay its cost.
Ready Exposed
Concentration

Used Exposed
Concentration

Use

Used
Concentration
+1 Light

• You can play all cards except boons on exposed concentrations you control.
• To play a card, you must have enough in your light pool to pay its cost.
• You can only use exposed concentration that is ready to create .
• Using an exposed ready concentration you control adds +1 to your light pool.
• You can use a concentration to create light at any time you have to pay a cost.
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Ailments and Boons
Ailments are negative effects that can be applied to (be put on) your Runeslinger.
Ailment Name (type).

Multiple instances of the same ailment
on you stack. In this example, you
currently have 5 Burn ailments on your
Runeslinger, denoted by the D6 set to 5.
These are Burn’s effects. Burn has two
effects; effect I happens each time a new
Burn ailment is applied to you. Effect II
is active while you are ailed with 4 or more
instances of Burn.

On your field, you have four ailment areas to the left of your Runeslinger on which each
ailment affecting you is tracked using a matching ailment card. Certain ailments have
effects that trigger (happen) when each new instance of that ailment is applied to you (Burn
I, for example). Note that in game, ailments are not considered “cards”.
• The maximum number of unique ailments possible on your Runeslinger is four.
• There is no maximum number of instances an ailment can have.
• Ailments can’t be applied under a boon. In the example below, if a new burn ailment
would be applied to you, you place a new burn ailment card in an available ailment
area on your field; you do not increase the burn ailments under Divine Barrier to 6.
• If an ailment is “converted” from one type to another (by an effect), the original ailment
is removed, and the new “converted ailment” is applied to the target Runeslinger.

Boons are defense cards that conceal (temporarily remove
from play) the ailments under them. Concealed ailments
have no effect on you, and are not counted as being on
you. When a boon you control is destroyed, the ailments
under it become “active” on you once more.
On the right, the boon Divine Barrier is concealing
your 5 burn ailments granting you +2 block. If you
play Divine Barrier on an opponent’s ailment, and it
is destroyed while under their control, that opponent
would lose 9 health, since you own Divine Barrier.
• You can play a boon on an ailment or existing boon on any player’s field. When
a new boon is played on an existing boon, the existing boon is destroyed and placed
into its owner’s discard pile. Some boons (Divine Barrier) have negative effects that apply
to their controller when they are destroyed, if that controller doesn’t own that boon.
• Because boons are defense cards, they can be targeted and destroyed by damage.
• Boons you play on an opponent’s field are played facing you. This denotes you
own that boon, but your opponent controls it, and its effects affect that opponent.
• You cannot have two different exposed ailments of the same type. If this would
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happen, both ailments and their instances merge onto a single ailment card.

Phases of a turn
Follow these turn phases in order. A phase also has a beginning that happens before
its steps, and an end, that happens after its steps.

1 Ready Phase
Start your turn; you are now the active player. Exposed (has no card on it) used
(horizontal) concentrations you control are readied (turned vertical).

2 Ailment Phase
If you have 8 exposed ailments on your Runeslinger, remove any 8 of them and lose a
power. Repeat this step until you have fewer than 8 exposed ailments.

3 Draw Phase

Draw 2 cards from the top of your deck (maximum hand size is 8). You may now pass;
if you do, skip your Play Phase and either draw a 3rd card, or return an exposed
concentration you control to your hand.

4 Play Phase

In any order as many times as you are able you may:
• Once per turn - Set 1 card from your hand face-down as a ready concentration.
• Activate your Runeslinger ability by paying its determination cost.
• Use the effect of a defense card you control by turning it horizontal.
• Sling a runespell or play a defense card from your hand by paying its cost.
• Create 1 by using an exposed ready (vertical) concentration you control.

5 Discard Phase

1. All runespells you slung and all defense cards you used this turn are discarded.
Effects of all Runeslinger abilities activated this turn end (unless stated otherwise). Unless
otherwise stated, when a card leaves play, its effects end.
2. All unspent you created this turn is removed.
3. All defense cards recover to their maximum defense.
4. You, the active player end your turn. The player to your left becomes the active
player, starting their turn at the beginning of their Ready Phase.

blocking
When an enemy-controlled damage source deals damage to either a defense card that
you control or your Runeslinger, this triggers the option for you to block that target.
Blocking is done by discarding a card from your hand. When you block, until end
of turn, prevent damage to the target of your block equal to your Runeslinger’s block
value at the time that the damage resolves on its target.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The block value of your block is calculated when the damage resolves on the target.
You cannot block direct damage or health loss.
You cannot block if your Runeslinger’s block value is zero.
Your intent to block must be declared before damage resolves on its target.
You can block even if it’s not your turn, as long as you haven’t blocked this turn.
You can only block once per turn.
Like normal (non-direct) damage, damage that “pierces” can be blocked.
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Your field
Each player has a field they control with areas of play designated on it. All game
objects such as ailments, cards, dice, Runeslingers and equips must exist on a field on
their corresponding legal play areas.
All objects on your field and their corresponding effects are controlled by you, and
therefore apply to you, unless otherwise specified. An effect that states “Runeslingers
have -2 maximum health” is an example of global effect; it applies to all Runeslingers,
regardless of which field it is on.
Exposed
Concentration

2

4
6
1

3

5

1. Ailment Areas - This is where your ailments and boons are played. You cannot
have more than four different ailments and boons on you at once.

2. Concentration Areas - You can control up to 6 concentrations. All card

types except boons are played onto exposed (see above) concentrations you control.
Concentrations that are not exposed are considered concealed (out of play).

3. Runeslinger & Equips - Your Runeslinger character card and two chosen
equips (stance and ability) are placed here.

4. Deck - Your deck of 30 cards is placed here. Each deck must contain no more

than 2 copies of any unique card and no more than 1 copy of any unique X runespell.

5. Discard Pile - All cards that leave the field by discard or distraction are placed

into their owner’s discard pile. You own a card if it began the encounter in your deck.

6. Void Pile - Cards that you “void” are placed into your void pile. Your void pile

is to be kept separate from your discard pile at all times. Your void pile is never to be
shuffled into your discard pile or deck unless otherwise stated by an effect.

Your Hand - Each player has a hand of cards they must keep secret from their
opponent. Your maximum hand size is 8. If you have 8 cards in hand and would
draw a 9th card, discard that card instead of drawing it.
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answering effects
An answerable action is created each time your opponent slings a runespell. You may
respond to (answer) an opponent’s answerable action by playing a card from your hand
that has the shout keyword, even if it’s not your turn.
When a player answers an effect, a ladder is created. The ladder tracks the order in
which effects resolve when there is more than one effect to resolve at a time. Playing a
defense card such as a boon or trinket does not create an answerable action.

the ladder
When an answerable action is created, the initiating (first) effect creates the bottom
rung in the “ladder”. Each subsequent answer that is played creates an additional rung
on that ladder. When no player wishes to add to the ladder by answering, the ladder of
effects resolves in order from most recent (top rung), to oldest (bottom rung).
Let’s look at an example of answering. You sling Flaming Fists, targeting the enemy
Runeslinger. Next, your opponent answers by playing Stone Trap; it has shout.
Ladder Rung 1

Ladder Rung 2
In this example, your opponent
targets your Flaming Fists
with his Stone Trap, placing
Flaming Fists under Stone Trap.
Since Stone Trap is not a
runespell, it does not create an
answerable action.
This completes the ladder and
effects on the ladder now resolve
in descending order.

Stone Trap resolves first (rung 2), placing Flaming Fists under it. When it comes time
for Flaming Fists (rung 1) to resolve its effect, it is no longer in play, and therefore has
no effect.

triggered effects
Triggered effects occur when their trigger condition is met. Triggered effects usually
start with “when”, or “at the...”. After each trigger condition of a triggered effect there
is a colon (:). Above, Stone Trap has two trigger conditions and two triggered effects.
First trigger condition - “When you play Stone Trap:”. This condition triggers the
effect after its colon: “Place target card under Stone Trap”.
Second trigger condition - “When Stone Trap leaves the field:”. This condition
triggers the effect after its colon: “Return the card under it to its owner’s hand”.
When a trigger condition is met, its triggered effect occurs before anything else can
happen. If multiple effects trigger simultaneously, the active player resolves triggers
they control in the order of their choosing, followed by the non-active player.
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Targeting and damage
If an effect “targets” in its text, a matching valid target must
be announced when that card is played; you cannot play a
card with an effect that does not have a valid target. If the
announced target is removed from play or is invalid when
the effect in question resolves, that effect does nothing.
Chaos Fire deals 8 direct damage to “any target”. Chaos
Fire can target anything in play that can be dealt damage;
either a defense card or a Runeslinger.
Damage can be blocked; direct damage (Chaos Fire) cannot
be blocked. When damage is dealt, the object receiving that
damage is being “dealt” that much damage.
Damage that pierces is not stopped by its target being
destroyed (if the target is a defense card), or by power loss, (if
the target is a Runeslinger).
Health loss is not damage. Health loss results in your Runeslinger losing that much total
health. If your Runeslinger has 4 health, and would “lose” 6 health, it would lose a power,
resets its health, then lose the remaining 2 health from its newly reset health total.

Keywords

Certain cards like Chaos Fire above, can keywords on their keyword bar (above text box).
Keywords add unique effects and rules to the cards they are on.
distract When this card leaves the field, the concentration under it is discarded (placed
into its owner’s discard pile).

Target enemy Runeslinger chooses one of this card’s bullet • effects; only
Fate
the chosen effect is used.
token
This card enters play with this many basic tokens on it (all tokens are “basic”
unless otherwise stated). Tokens are used to track a number; a die can be used to track the
number of tokens on this card. A Mastery token is an example of a non-basic token.
charge Once per turn during your Play Phase you may add +1 tokens to this card
to “charge” it. Tokens added by charging are “basic”; they have no special effects.
choice

You choose one of this card’s bullet • effects; only the chosen effect is used.

shout
This card can be played normally during your Play Phase or during any
Play Phase as an answer (response to) an answeratble action. An answerable action is
created for you when an opponent slings a runespell. See “Answering” in the rulebook for
rules on this mechanic.
pierce
This card’s damage is dealt to its target in full. If a portion of this damage
causes the target to lose a power and reset its health, any remaining damage is dealt to
the target’s new health total. If pierce damage is dealt to a defense card, damage over the
target’s defense value is dealt to that card’s controlling Runeslinger. All health loss pierces.

Use : Turn this card horizontal to use this effect. You cannot use a card on the
turn it is played or if it is already used (horizontal).
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